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PSIA students have the option of undertaking a master's thesis, in lieu of an internship or a semester exchange at a
partner university. Sciences Po Academic .

Security, migration, health and so many other fields of our globalized world need first-class and highly trained
managers with an intrinsic spirit of leadership. Both entities were tasked by the French government to ensure
"the progress and the spread, both within and outside France, of political science, economics, and sociology".
The founders of the school sought to reform the training of French politicians by establishing a new "breeding
ground where nearly all the major, non-technical state commissioners were trained. Dedicated courses and
language training Students in the program will also be offered a series of dedicated courses and workshops
designed to cover transversal skill-sets for early to mid-career professionals in international affairs. Sciences
Po also hosts dual Master's programmes with international partners. Some sore losers might call this law
school tacky, but no public university Dean - regardless how megalomaniac - would dare dreaming of it. In , a
Public Law professor, in an analogy between legal education and soccer, noted that: "team public university is
witnessing a preoccupying flight of its players: students and teachers alike are leaving. This institutional
arrangement gave Sciences Po a unique status, as the school draws much of its resources through substantial
government subsidies to FNSP, but does not subject it to many government interventions and regulations,
giving it a much higher level of autonomy compared to other French universities and schools. Master in
Journalism and International Affairs General objectives Market dynamics, economic globalization, financing
development, environment, corruption, financial crime, regional Integration, cultural diversity and trade,
educationâ€¦ These key global policy Issues of the day - to name a few - are protean and at the intersection of
local, national, international and global interests. Le Havre Campus Located on the coast of Normandy , Le
Havre has hosted the undergraduate Euro-Asian campus since , recently celebrating the 10 year anniversary of
the campus in September  Reims campus The entrance to the Reims campus' Museux square In the heart of the
Champagne region, the Reims campus opened in September  September â€” December: Third semester Hors
les murs ; 5. It is housed in the 17th century College des Jesuits. The Le Havre campus is primarily known for
its vibrant campus culture, upholding numerous artistic and sports clubs and celebrating important Asian
holidays, such Diwali and Chinese New Year. International Energy Students in the Master in Advanced
Global Studies will also specialise in a concentration program chosen from PSIA's rich offer of 24 regional
and thematic concentrations. It will also incorporate a cafeteria, study areas and accommodation for 50 to
students on scholarships. The two entities worked together in lockstep, however, as the director of the school
is, by tradition, also the administrator of FNSP. Sciences Po Law School reviews these applications, and
decides which applicants it wishes to interview. As of the beginning of the academic year in , there were
roughly students enrolled across all three programs. Sciences Po also began to expand outside Paris,
establishing regional campuses throughout France. Applicants from other institutions undergo a selection
process. The recruitment process for French applicants is two-pronged: candidates first submit an online
application. In , higher education in France was reformed, pursuant to the Bologna Process , in view of
achieving harmonization between the various tertiary education systems in the European Union. In April ,
Sciences Po students peacefully blocked the main entrance to the school in protest against Macron's education
reforms which, while giving public Universities the power to set admission criteria and rank applicants, may
violate the principle of free education for all. PSIA students may enroll in one special feature, or optional
course, per semester. The humiliation of France's surrender to Nazi Germany and the collapse of the Vichy
regime provided the impetus for a major restructuring of the state's institutions. PSIA Concentrations PSIA
students select one or two concentrations , depending on their program, which enable them to chart their very
own career path. In , it was ranked as the world's third-best school for politics and international relations.
Undergraduate level The Sciences Po Undergraduate College offers a three-year Bachelor of Arts degree with
a multidisciplinary foundation in the humanities and social sciences with emphasis on civic, linguistic, artistic,
and digital training. International applicants are evaluated solely on the basis of their online application.
Previously, Sciences Po recruited its students exclusively on the basis of a competitive examination. At the
graduate level, there are six professional schools:[40] School of Public Affairs. Different events include
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athletic games such as volleyball and football, as well as artistic competitions such as dance and singing.
Teachers are encouraged to use the Socratic method and interaction between students and teachers is
promoted. PSIA students are offered three choices, depending on their career objectives: Master Thesis
conditional to authorization by academic advisor Study abroad conditional to authorization by academic
advisor Some funding opportunities are available to assist students who will complete their 3rd semester
outside of France. The program provides students with a variety of tools for policy analysis essential to
becoming key players in the decision-making process at the international and global level. Classes are taken in
the heart of Paris, at Sciences Po's main campus in the St Germain neighbourhood. Students from all tracks of
the MAGS program will take these workshops, thus creating space for further intellectual and professional
exchange with peers from diverse backgrounds and sectors. After following a core curriculum during their
first year, students are able to choose among six different specializations.


